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The three-dimensional
organization
of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) in Purkinje ceil dendrites in the chick
cerebellum
was investigated
to assess the connectivity
between its various components.
Three-dimensional
reconstructions
of the SER within portions of Purkinje cell dendrites were performed
from serial sections
through
the
cerebellar
molecular
layer. In addition, semithick
and thick
sections (0.25-l
pm) of chick cerebellum
in which the endomembrane
system had been selectively
stained were examined with an intermediate
high-voltage
electron
microscope. Three-dimensional
information
was extracted
from
thick sections
using stereo pairs and tomographic
reconstructions
from single axis tilt series. In contrast to its discontinuous
appearance
in thin sections,
in both the threedimensional
reconstructions
and selectively
stained thick
sections the endoplasmic
reticulum
formed a highly interconnected
network
of tubules
and cisterns
extending
throughout
the dendritic
shaft and into the spines. Several
distinct
morphological
domains
of endoplasmic
reticulum
were noted, including
the hypolemmal
cisternae,
the endomembranes
associated
with the dendritic
spines, and the
tubular and cisternal endoplasmic
reticulum in the dendritic
shaft. In older chicks (aged 2 weeks), stacks of endoplasmic
reticulum were also noted within the dendritic
shaft. All elements of the SER within the dendritic
shaft and spine appeared to be continuous
with one another. The results of
this study strongly suggest that the endoplasmic
reticulum
forms a complicated
network that may be part of a single
endomembrane
system within Purkinje cell dendrite.
[Key words: IP, receptor,
ryanodine
receptor, endomembrane, three-dimensional,
high-voltage
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The neuronal endoplasmicreticulum appearsto function in the
uptake, storage,and releaseof intracellular calcium in a manner
analagousto the muscle sarcoplasmicreticulum (for reviews,
seeMiller, 1991; Henzi and MacDermott, 1992). Pharmacological and physiological studiessuggestthat at leasttwo distinct
intracellular calcium systemsmay be present within neurons
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and other nonmusclecells(Thayer et al., 1988; Burgoyne et al.,
1989;Thevenod et al., 1989; Malgaroli et al., 1990). One system
releasescalcium from intracellular stores in responseto the
breakdown ofphosphatidylinositol-4,5bisphosphateand is mediated by the inositol-1,4,5trisphosphate (IP,) receptor (Berridge and Taylor, 1988). Another system, involving an IP,insensitive store, hasalso been describedthat releasescalcium
in responseto caffeine (Thayer et al., 1988; Burgoyne et al.,
1989; Malgaroli et al., 1990) and likely is mediated by the ryanodine receptor. Both the IP, and ryanodine receptors have
been localized at the electron microscopic level to components
of the internal membranesystemof cerebellarPurkinje neurons
usingantisera specific for thesetwo proteins (Rosset al., 1989;
Ellismanet al., 1990;Satohet al., 1990;Villa et al., 1991;Walton
et al., 1991). Each protein possessed
a distinct distribution within the dendrites of Purkinje cells (Walton et al., 1991). While
labeling for the IP, receptor wasfound throughout the dendritic
shaft, extending into dendritic spines,labeling for the ryanodine
receptor was largely restricted to a subsetof membraneswithin
the dendritic shaft (Fig. 1).
The associationof IP, and ryanodine receptor labeling with
different sets of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) membranesis consistentwith studiesindicating differentially releasable pools of intracellular calcium (Kanaide et al., 1987; Burgoyne et al., 1989). Stimulation of these two receptors results
in spatially distinct patterns of intracellular calcium releasein
adrenal chromaffin cells(Burgoyne et al., 1989)and dorsal root
ganglion neurons(Thayer et al., 1988).A physical separationis
also suggestedby the finding in somecell types that depletion
of calcium from hormone-sensitive stores,likely mediated via
the IP, receptor (Benidge and Taylor, 1988) does not affect
subsequentreleaseof intracellular calcium by caffeine(Kanaide
et al., 1987).
The physical basisfor the separationof the IP, and ryanodine
receptors within Purkinje neurons is not known. It is possible
that the two receptor systemsare localized to different portions
of the same membrane system and that the cell possesses
a
mechanismby which the ryanodine receptor is excluded from
the membranesof the dendritic spines.This view is consistent
with a double-labeling study indicating that the ryanodine and
IP, receptors were colocalized within a subsetof membranes
within the Purkinje cell body (Walton et al., 1991). Altematively, the two receptor systemsmay reside within physically
discontinuous membrane systems,one containing IP, receptor
extending from the dendritic shaft into the dendritic spineand
another containing ryanodine receptor confined to the dendritic
shaft. Consistentwith this latter scenario,a separatemembranebound organelle similar to but distinct from the SER and spe-
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Figure I. Purkinje cell dendrites
viewed with confocal microscopy double labeled for the ryanodine receptor
(A) and IP, receptor (B). IP, receptor
labeling, unlike the ryanodine receptor,
was found within dendritic spines (arrow).

cialized for the storage and release of intracellular calcium has
been hypothesized to exist within a variety of cell types (Hashimoto et al., 1988; Pozzan et al., 1988; Krause et al., 1989; Milani
et al., 1990; Villa et al., 1991). Like labeling for the ryanodine
receptor, these organelles, which stain for the presence of calsequestrin, are restricted to the cell bodies and dendritic shafts
of Purkinje cells (Villa et al., 1991).
Because of the small size and tortuous configuration of the
SER, the structure of this organelle is incompletely visualized
in thin sections prepared for conventional electron microscopy.
Thus, although continuity between various components of the
SER has been noted in electron microscopic studies of this organelle (e.g., Kaiserman-Abramof
and Palay, 1969; Palay and
Chan-Palay, 1974), it is difficult to determine from thin sections
whether multiple networks of SER might be present. In the
present study, we used several methods for examining the threedimensional ultrastructure of the SER in order to investigate
whether physically distinct networks of SER exist within Purkinje cell dendrites, including (1) reconstruction of the SER
within portions of Purkinje cell dendrites from serial electron
micrographs, (2) examination of stereo views of thick sections
in which the SER was selectively stained, and (3) tomographic
reconstructions of the SER within thick sections from single axis
tilt series (Frank et al., 1987; Wilson et al., 1992). The use of a
variety of approaches to assess the connectivity of the SER
membranes allowed for cross-validation of the conclusions derived using each method.
A brief report of this work has appeared previously (Martone
et al., 1991).

Materials and Methods
Immunojluorescent labeling
The immunofluorescent images pictured in Figure 1 were taken from
tissue prepared during a previous study on the distribution of IP, and
ryanodine labeling in chick cerebellum. Detailed protocols and descriptions of antibodies are provided in Walton et al. (199 1).

Three-dimensional

reconstructions from serial sections

Tissue preparation. Tissue in this experiment was taken from Leghorn
chicks aged 24 hr to 2 weeks. Animals were anesthetized deeply with

Nembutal and perfused through the heart with 20 ml of oxygenated
Ringer’s solution containing heparin (250 U/ml), 1% dextrose, and xylocaine (0.2 mg/ml) followed by 50-75 ml of 2% paraformaldehyde, 2%
glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M sodium cacodylate buffer. The cerebellum was
removed and bisected sag&tally. Parasagittal slabs approximately 1 mm
thick were cut from the cerebellar vermis and postfixed in the same
fixative as above for 2 hr. During postfixation, the tissue slabs were
dissected into individual cerebellar folia. Folia were fixed in 1% osmium
tetroxide for 1 hr in 0.15 M cacodylate buffer, rinsed with distilled water,
and stained en bloc with 2% uranyl acetate for 1 hr. Tissue blocks were
dehydrated through an ascending series of ethanol, followed by two
changes in 100% acetone, and then embedded in Epon-Araldite.
Serial sections were cut from the molecular layer on a Ultracut E
ultramicrotome (Leica) at a thickness of 80 nm, collected on formvarcoated slot grids, counterstained with lead, and examined on a JEOL
100 CX electron microscope. Purkinje cell dendrites were identified by
their large size, extensive SER, and the presence of numerous dendritic
spines (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). Electron micrographs at a magnification of 10,000 x were recorded from sequential section series of
either cross-sectioned or longitudinally sectioned dendrites.
Three-dimensional
computer-assisted reconstruction. Photographic
prints (11 x 14 inches or 8 x 10 inches) were made of each electron
micrograph at a final magnification of 40,000-60,000 x . Pairs of prints
were overlaid on a light box and viewed as semitransparent so as to
obtain a best fit between structures continuous between planes. On this
basis, three to five fiducial marks were assigned to each plane by penetrating the prints with a pin. Structures ofinterest, including the plasma
membrane of the Purkinje cell dendrite, the SER, mitochondria, postsynaptic densities, and any presynaptic boutons impinging upon either
the dendritic shaft or spines, were delineated on each print in different
colors indelible ink. The contours of each structure were hand digitized
into an IBM PC using a high-resolution digitizing tablet. The programs
used to input, align, and display the datawere developed by-Dr. S. J.
Young (Young et al., 1987). This program also provided area measurements for each of the profiles traced into the computer.
Surfaces were fitted to the contour data using sm, a suite ofprograms
develoned at the San Dierro Microsconv and Imaaina Resource (Hessler
et al., -1992). For this &a, Synul&ube, an implementation
of the
marching cubes algorithm, was used to fit a polygon mesh at a specified
resolution to the contour data. Surface-rendered reconstructions could
be viewed and manipulated using svmtvm w, an interactive display program.
The connectivity of the SER within the dendritic shaft in reconstructions based on serial sections was assessed using ANALYZE (Robb and
Barillot, 1989), a program developed for viewing and measurement of
three-dimensional volumes. ANALYZE allows the user to specify a seed
point anywhere in a three-dimensional volume and to retain only those
volume elements (voxels) of a specified threshold in continuity with the
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Figure 2. Photomicrographs of thin sections through Purkinje cell dendrites taken at an initial magnification of 10,000 x . A, Cross section of a
Purkinje cell dendrite in hatchling chick. Large arrow points to a dendritic spine, and small arrow, to a profile of SER within the dendritic shaft.
B, Longitudinal section through a branch point of a Purkinje cell dendrite in a 2-week-old chick. The presence of numerous stacks of SER (arrow)
was noted in older chicks. Scale bars, 1 Wm.
seed point. To analyze the connectivity of the SER within the threedimensional reconstructions, the profiles of SER used in the reconstructions were used to construct a volume. A seed point was selected on
the SER within the interior of the dendritic shaft and those voxels that
were not connected to the seed point were discarded. The resulting image
was subtracted from the original image to determine the percentage of
SER that was contained within a continuous network.

Selective staining for intermediate high-voltage microscopy
Since the profiles of SER seen in individual thin sections are small and
thin, both alignment errors inherent in serial section reconstruction and
the tiling algorithm used to fit surfaces to the contours could give false
impressions of either continuity or discontinuity. Thus, in addition to
serial section reconstructions, the SER was examined in thick sections
of chicken cerebellum in which the SER was selectively stained.
Tissue preparation. Tissue blocks of cerebellum from 1-d- to 2-weekold Leghorn chicks were prepared as above. Selective staining of the
SER was carried out using the double-impregnation
technique of Thiery
and Rambourg (1976) or the potassium ferrocyanide-reduced osmium
technique (Forbes et al., 1977). For the double-impregnation
technique,
blocks of cerebellum were washed twice for 5 min each in 0.15 M
cacodylate buffer and then incubated in 5% aqueous uranyl acetate (pH
4.0) for 60 min at 37°C. Following three 5 min rinses in double-distilled
H,6 (ddH,O), blocks were incub&ed for 1 hr in a double lead-copper
sulfate solution prepared according to Thiery and Rambourg (1976)
rinsed twice in ddH,O, and then put into 1% aqueous osmium tetroxide
overnight at 4°C. Sections were rinsed in ddH,O several times, and then
dehydrated and embedded in Epon-Araldite.
For the reduced osmium method, animals were perfused with the
same fixative as above with 5 mM calcium chloride added. Following
l-2 hr of postfixation, the cerebellum was bisected sag&tally and sectioned parasagittally at a thickness of 200 pm on a Vibratome (Pelco).
Sections were washed three times in 0.15 M sodium cacodylate buffer
and then incubated in 0.8% potassium ferrocyanide and 2% osmium
tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 2 hr at room temperature. After
an overnight wash in cacodylate buffer, sections were dehydrated and
embedded for electron microscopy as above.

Sections ranging in thickness from 0.25 to 1 pm were examined at
either 200 or 400 keV on a JEOL 4000EX intermediate high-voltage
electron microscope (IVEM). Stereo pairs through cross-sectioned and
longitudinally sectioned dendrites were taken.
Tomography from single axis tilt series. Three-dimensional
volumes
of the SER within thick sections were also obtained by tomographic
reconstructions derived from single axis tilt series (Frank et al., 1987).
One-micron-thick
sections of tissue prepared with the double-impregnation technique were cut with a dry glass knife, flattened in warm
ddH,O, and collected on 75 mesh clamshell grids. Cross sections of
Purkinje cell dendrites were identified at 400 keV on the IVEM. The
specimen was tilted through k60” and micrographs of the tilted specimen were obtained every 2” at a magnification of 10,000 x . Negatives
transilluminated
using a Chromopro light source were digitized at a
resolution of 7 rim/pixel using a 1024 x 1024 x 14 bit cooled CCD
camera (Photometrics) with a Thomson sensor and a Nikon 105 mm
macro lens. Tomographic reconstructions were performed on tilt series
using programs in the software package SUPRIM (Stoops et al., 1991).
Digitized images were flat fielded, log transformed, and aligned to a
common origin using cross-correlation programs for rotational and
translational alignment. A 2563 volume wasproduced from simple back
projections of r-weighted tilt images. The final volume was rendered
and viewed using ANALYZE.

Results
of thin sectionsthrough Purkinje cell dendrites from
hatchling and 2-week-old chicks are shownin Figure 2. In hatchling chicks the majority of SER appeared as small, round or
elongated profiles (small arrow, Fig. 24. In older chicks, the
appearanceof the SER wasmore complex and membranestacks
consisting of two to five lamellae of SER were noted in some
dendrites (arrow in 2B). Thesestackswere never seenin hatchling chicks but have beenreported in Purkinje neuronsof adult
chickensand rats (Satoh et al., 1990; Takei et al., 1992). In our
Examples
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Figure 3. Stereopairs of reconstructions of the SER in portions of Purkinje cell dendrites. A, Reconstruction based on 35 serial sections (approximately 2.8 pm). The SER is shown in blue, the mitochondria in yellow, and the plasma membrane in gray. The SER within the dendritic shaft
was usually continuous with that in the spine shaft (thickarrow), although occasionally small discontinuities were noted (thin arrow). B, Reconstruction
based on 35 serial sections (2.8 pm) showing the SER in blue-green, the mitochondria in yellow, the plasma membrane in gray, and the synaptic
boutons of parallel fibers (maroon) impinging upon dendritic spines. A fiber synapsing onto the dendritic shaft is colored dark green. The locations
of expanded hypolemmal cistemae (arrow) do not appear to correspond to regions of synaptic input onto the dendritic shaft. C, Stereopair of a
portion of a branching Purkinje cell dendrite based on 56 serial sections. The SER is shown in white and the plasma membrane in dark gray. The
expansion of the SER into the hypolemmal cistemal system just beneath the plasma membrane is clearly seen in this reconstruction (arrowhead).
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4. Stereopairsof
Purkinje cell dendrites
stainedby double impregnationwith copperandlead
salts.A, Crosssectionof a
Purkinjecell dendritewith a
singledendriticspine(arrow)
in a 0.25 pm sectionphotographedat 200keV.TheSER
and mitochondriaare filled
with reactionproductbut the
plasmamembraneis barely
visible (arrow). The continuity betweenthe SERwithin the spineand main dendritic shaftisclearlyseen.B,
Longitudinal section of a
Purkinje cell dendrite in a
1-pm-thick sectionphotographedat400keV.TheSER
within numerousspinescan
be seenemergingfrom the
maindendriticshaft(arrowheads). Synaptic vesicles
within boutons impinging
uponthe spinescan alsobe
seen
(arrow).Scalebars,1pm.
Figure

material, the stacks appeared particularly prominent in areas
exhibiting sparsecytoplasmic ground substance,a sign of less
than optimal fixation (Fig. 2B).
Three-dimensionalreconstructionsfrom serial sections.Stereopairs of reconstructions from serial sectionsof the SER in
portions of Purkinje neuronsare shown in Figure 3. As can be
seenfrom suchreconstructions,the SER forms a complex series
of cisternsand tubuleswithin the dendritic shaft, extending into
the dendritic spines.While it appearedfrom thesereconstructions that the SER occupieda large portion of the total dendritic
volume, area measurementsof the SER within thin sections
indicated that it comprised only lO-20% of the total dendritic
area. The form of the SER in thesereconstructionsappearedto
be consistent with descriptions of this organelle derived from
observationsofthin sections(Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974;Henkart et al., 1976; Broadwell and Cataldo, 1983; Peters et al.,
1991). The SER within the interior of the dendritic shaft gen-

erally took the form of an anastomosingnetwork of tubules
running more or lessparallel to the long axis of the dendrite.
Just underneath the plasmamembrane,the SER expandedinto
a seriesof interconnected flattened cisterns, the hypolemmal
cistemae(Fig. 3B,C), which were in continuity with the tubules
seenin the interior of the dendritic shaft (Kaiserman-Abramof
and Palay, 1969; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974).While expanded
hypolemmal cisterns were usually seenat the baseof spines,
thesecisternswerenot found exclusively associatedwith spines,
nor did their presencecorrelate with the location of synaptic
inputs onto the dendritic shaft. Specializationsof the hypolemma1 cistemae-the subsurfacecisterns, characterized by collapsedlumen, closeapposition to the plasmamembrane,and a
fuzzy material interposed between plasmaand cistemal membranes (Rosenbluth, 1962; Siegesmund,1968; Henkart et al.,
1976; Broadwell and Cataldo, 1983)-were not observedin the
present study. Thesespecializationsare rarely observedoutside
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Stereopairs of

Purkinje
cell dendrites
stained by double impregnation with copper and lead
salts. The majority of SER
profiles within the dendritic
shaft are connected to each
other via three-way junctions
(arrowhead
in B). Three-way
junctions are also sometimes
seen between the hypolemma1 cisternae, the tubular
SER within the dendritic
shaft, and the SER within the
spine shaft (arrowin A). A, A
0.25 am section through
cross-sectioned Purkinje cell
dendrite photographed at 200
keV. B, Tomographic volume reconstruction of SER
within a 1 pm section of a
cross-sectioned Purkinje cell
dendrite. Scale bars, 1 pm.

of the cell body and proximal dendrites of cerebellar Purkinje
neurons (Rosenbluth, 1962; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974).
Because the most striking difference in the distribution of the
IP, and ryanodine receptors occurred between dendritic shaft
and spine, special attention was paid to the organization of the
SER in the transition between shaft and spine. In many cases,
the SER within the spine shaft was continuous with that of the
main dendrite (arrow, Fig. 3A), as has been reported in previous
three-dimensional studies in Purkinje cells (Spacek, 1985; Harris and Stevens, 1988a,b). However, small discontinuities were
noted in the SER within the spine shaft in some spines (thin
arrow, Fig. 3A).
The continuity of the SER within the dendritic shaft was
difficult to determine by visual inspection due to the complexity
of the SER network. An assessment of the continuity of the SER
within the dendritic shaft using ANALYZE indicated that over
90% of the profiles in the reconstructions pictured in Figure 3,
A and B, were contained within a single network. Most of the
profiles that were not continuous with the main network rep-

resented the cut ends of the SER network near the beginning
and end of the reconstruction and someisolated profiles within
the interior of the shaft. A few of the isolated profiles could be
followed for more than one plane.
Selective staining of SER. Most of the observations on the
SER in thick sectionswere derived from material preparedwith
the double-impregnation technique of Thiery and Rambourg
(1976). This method resultedin deposition of a coarse,granular,
electron-densereaction product in the lumen of the rough and
smooth endoplasmicreticulum, Golgi apparatus,mitochondria,
and synaptic vesicles(Figs. 4-6). Filling of the nucleus, and in
somecasesthe entire cell or dendritic process,wasalsoobserved
in somecells.The potassiumferrocyanide method did not lead
to filling of the SER lumen but rather resulted in an increasein
contrast of all membranes.This method apparently does not
lead to a filling of the endoplasmicreticulum lumen in all cell
types (Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1976; Forbes et al., 1977).
Examples of selectively stained semithick and thick sections
of Purkinje cell dendrites are shown in Figures 4-6. A tomo-
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Figure
6. Stereopairs
through branch points of
Purkinje cell dendrites. A, A
0.5 pm section stained with
double-impregnation
technique. B, A 0.5 pm section
stained with potassium ferrocyanide method. Large ar-

rowheadpeints
to a vesicular
profile connected to the main

SERnetworkby a thin stalk.
Both tubularSERwith electron-dense
membranes
(smaN
arrowhead) and cistemal SER
exhibiting
more uniform

electron density are observed. CistemalSER appeared to be particularly
prominentat branchpoints
(arrowhead in A). Scale bars,
1 pm.

graphic reconstruction of the SER within a cross-sectionedPurkinje cell dendrite is shown in Figure SB. Consistent with observations based on three-dimensional reconstructions, the
majority of SER within the dendritic shaft in preparationsstained
by either method was contained within a single network of
anastomosingtubules and cisterns. Several additional features
of the SER not apparent in three-dimensional reconstructions
were noted within thick sectionsexamined usingIVEM. In material stainedwith the potassiumferrocyanide method, two types
of staining were seen.The tubular SER wasoften characterized
by denselystainedmembranes(smallarrowhead, Fig. 6B), while

the cistemal SER was more uniformly electron densewith a
more delicate, vellate appearance(Fig. 6B). Vesicular profiles
of varying shapeswere alsonoted throughout the dendritic shaft,
many of which were connected to the SER network by thin
stalks (large arrowhead, Fig. 6B). In tissue stained with either
method, the cistemal SER often appearedconcentratedat dendritic branch points (Fig. 6). The longitudinal SER within the
interior of the dendritic shaft formed frequent trifurcations (Fig.
5B), an observation alsomadeby Terasaki (1990) in living cells,
and wasconnectedto the hypolemmal cistemal systemby radial
extensions (Fig. 4B). The SER in the spine shaft and the hy-
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polemmal cistemae were usually continuous (Fig. 5) suggesting
that the small discontinuities seen in some reconstructions in
this and other studies (Spacek, 1985) may have been a result of
sectioning or alignment artifact. In addition, three-wayjunctions
were often seen between the SER in the spine shaft, the hypolemma1 cistemae, and a tubal profile of SER extending from the
interior of the dendritic shaft (arrow, Fig. 5A). However, the
SER within the spine shaft was rarely observed to arise solely
from tubal SER within the dendritic shaft but usually arose as
an extension of the hypolemmal cistemae (Palay and ChanPalay, 1974).
Discussion

Continuity of the endoplasmic reticulum
Examination of the endomembrane system of Purkinje cell dendrites using three-dimensional techniques indicates that the various domains of SER are highly interconnected. Electron microscopic studies have distinguished subregions of SER based
on morphological, histochemical, and immunocytochemical
grounds. Identified domains include the tubular, stacked, and
cistemal SER within the dendritic shaft, the hypolemmal and
subsurface cistemae, and the SER within the spine shaft and
head (Rosenbluth, 1962; Wood et al., 1974; Broadwell and Cataldo, 1983; Peters et al., 199 1). All of these subregions, with
the exception of the subsurface cistemae, were identified in the
present study and observed to be part of a single network. This
result is consistent with other three-dimensional studies of the
SER in axons and muscle cells, which also observed a high
degree of interconnectivity
between membrane components
(Droz et al., 1975; Sommer and Waugh, 1976; Tsukita and
Ishikawa, 1976; Segretain et al., 1981; Spacek, 1985; Harris and
Stevens, 1988a,b; Ogata and Yamasaki, 1990).
The question ofwhether the endoplasmic reticulum is a single
network or is present as multiple networks has been raised by
several authors (Villa et al., 199 1; Walton et al., 199 1; Bertolino
and Llinas, 1992). Since not all regions of the endoplasmic
reticulum appear to function equally in calcium storage and
release (Walz, 1982; Jorgensen and Campbell, 1984; Jorgensen
et al., 1985; Jorgensen and McGuffee, 1987; Villa et al., 1991;
Walton et al., 199 l), this issue has importance for understanding
both the organization ofcalcium regulatory systems within neurons and the nature of the organelle responsible for intracellular
calcium storage. Several authors have proposed the existence
of an organelle specialized for the storage and release of calcium
that is biochemically and physically distinct from the endoplasmic reticulum (Hashimoto et al., 1988; Milani et al., 1990;
Rossier and Putney, 1991; Villa et al., 1991). Staining for calsequestrin, a calcium-binding protein found within the lumen
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Jorgensen and Campbell, 1984;
Jorgensen et al., 1985; Jorgensen and McGuffee, 1987) has been
observed within a subset of round or irregularly shaped endomembrane compartments in a variety of cell types including
Purkinje cells (Villa et al., 1991; Takei et al., 1992). These
membrane compartments, termed “calciosomes,”
were proposed to be distinct from endoplasmic reticulum because they
do not stain for the endoplasmic reticulum lumenal markers
such as Bip nor are they observed to be physically continuous
with the SER in electron microscopic analyses of thin sections
(Hashimoto et al., 1988; Krause et al., 1989; Villa et al., 1991;
Takei et al., 1992).
The existence of calciosomes as discrete entities has been
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questioned by several authors (e.g., Koch, 1990; Michalak et
al., 199 l), and in the present study isolated profiles of SER were
rarely observed in thick sections examined with IVEM. Even
vesicular profiles were often connected to the main network by
thin stalks. While it is conceivable that the selective stains employed in this study did not reveal calciosomes, this appears
unlikely since neither method was selective for the endoplasmic
reticulum. The double-impregnation technique appeared to fill
all membrane-bound organelles, including mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, and synaptic vesicles, while the ferrocyanide method contrasted all membranes, including the plasma
membrane. Immunolocalization studies of calsequestrin within
the muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum also suggest that these regions
are connected with the rest of the endomembrane system (Volpe
et al., 1992). Unfortunately, a quantitative assessment of the
continuity of the SER proved difficult. This type of analysis was
relatively easy to perform on the three-dimensional reconstructions because the profiles of SER used in the analysis were
defined manually. However, it was clear from the thick sections
stained with either selective staining method that the SER contained many thin connections between components (e.g., Fig.
6B). These connections could be easily lost in the serial section
reconstruction approach if they were not caught in a favorable
plane of section. That such losses did occur was suggested by
the discontinuities occasionally seen in reconstructions of the
SER within the spine shaft. In thick sections in which the whole
of the spine shaft was contained within the section, this discontinuity was never observed (see Fig. 4A,B). Thus, although the
analysis of the three-dimensional reconstructions indicated that
a small portion of SER might be physically separate from the
main network, this may have resulted from sectioning or reconstruction artifacts. Alternatively, it is equally possible that
alignment errors or section distortion would cause profiles to
appear connected when they are not. A quantitative continuity
assessment was attempted on the three-dimensional tomographic volumes, but the SER could not be segmented by thresholding
from the mitochondria and nonspecific precipitates that were
also present.

Localization of the IP3 and ryanodine receptors
Although it is not possible to conclude with absolute certainty
that only a single network of SER exists within the dendrites of
Purkinje cells, the high degree of connectivity between various
endomembrane components suggests that the vast majority of
SER is interconnected. Thus, the different distribution of immunolabeling for the ryanodine and IP, receptors within the
Purkinje cell dendrite (Walton et al., 199 1) does not appear to
be due to the presence of physically separate networks of SER.
The exclusion of the ryanodine receptor from the SER within
dendritic spines suggests that the SER, like the plasma membrane, can regulate the distribution of membrane proteins possibly through interactions with the cytoskeleton. Interactions of
the endoplasmic reticulum with cytoskeletal elements have been
observed in cultured cells (Terasaki et al., 1986). Domains of
endoplasmic reticulum that are associated with either actin or
microtubules have been identified in the honeybee photoreceptor (Baumann, 1992) suggesting that regions of SER may be
distinguished by their cytoskeletal interactions. A possible association between the IP, receptor and actin filaments has recently been reported (Rossier et al., 1991). Future studies focusing on the interactions of the IP, and ryanodine receptors
with cytoskeletal and other associated proteins will likely yield
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important insight into spatial organization of Ca2+ buffering and
release mechanisms.
While the IP, and ryanodine receptors appear to reside in the
same membrane system, it is not known whether they access
the same intracellular calcium pool. Some pharmacological
studies indicate that the two receptors reside over spatially separate pools (Kanaide et al., 1987; Thayer et al., 1988; Burgoyne
et al., 1989) although other studies have indicated that they
release calcium from the same stores (Zacchetti et al., 199 1). It
appears from immunocytochemical studies in Purkinje cells that
the two proteins may coexist in some regions of SER (Walton
et al., 199 I), but that one or the other protein may predominate
in other regions. In addition to its high concentration within
spines, several groups have shown that labeling for the IP, receptor is particularly concentrated within the stacks of endoplasmic reticulum (Satoh et al., 1990; Takei et al., 1992). As
discussed in Takei et al. (1992), membrane stacks have been
considered to be fixation artifacts (e.g., Herndon, 1964), and in
the present study these stacks did appear to be most prominent
in areas displaying suboptimal fixation. However, stacks were
never observed in hatchling chicks, suggesting that their presence in older chicks may reflect developmental reorganization
of the SER.
Immunolocalization studies on the distribution of the ryanodine receptor in Purkinje neurons did not note its association
with any particular membrane component within the dendritic
shaft (Ellisman et al., 1990; Walton et al., 1991), but there are
several lines of evidence suggesting that ryanodine receptors
may be colocalized with calsequestrin-rich regions of the SER.
First, labeling for both proteins is found only within the dendritic shaft of Purkinje cells and not within dendritic spines
(Ellisman et al., 1990; Villa et al., 1991; Walton et al., 1991;
Takei et al., 1992). Second, subcellular fractionation studies
have shown that the calsequestrin-rich component is also rich
in ryanodine-binding sites (Volpe et al., 199 1). Third, these two
proteins are colocalized within the junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum within muscle (Jorgensen and Campbell, 1984; Jorgensen et al., 1985; Airey et al., 1990). Since membrane stacks do
not stain heavily for the presence of calsequestrin (Takei et al.,
1992), the SER within the dendritic shaft may contain specialized subdomains, one in which IP, receptors are concentrated
(stacks) and one in which calsequestrin/ryanodine
are concentrated.
Unlike the membrane stacks that are easily identified in unlabeled tissue, the regions of SER which contain calsequestrin
have not been identified solely on morphological grounds. Within muscle, both the ryanodine receptor and calsequestrin have
been localized to the T-tubule-sarcoplasmic
reticulum (TSR)
junction (Jorgensen et al., 1985; Airey et al., 1990). The structural similarity between the TSR junction in muscle and the
subsurface cisternae in neurons has been noted previously (Henkart et al., 1976). Subsurface cisternae are not found within
dendrites, however, while labeling for both calsequestrin and
the ryanodine receptor is found throughout the dendritic tree
(Ellisman et al., 1990; Villa et al., 1991). In addition to its
presence within terminal cisternae, calsequestrin has been localized in muscle within nonjunctional cistemae and the corbular sarcoplasmic reticulum (Jorgensen and Campbell, 1984;
Jorgensen et al., 1985; Jorgensen and McGuffee, 1987). This
latter region has been described in three-dimensional studies as
a series of vesicular profiles attached to the sarcoplasmic reticulum by thin stalks and has been reported to possess “foot

structures” similar to those seen at the TSR junction (Sommer
and Waugh, 1976; Ogata and Yamasaki, 1990). Unlike the terminal cistemae, neither of these regions are closely apposed to
the plasma membrane. In the present study, both cistemal and
vesicular profiles were seen distributed throughout the dendrites
of Purkinje cells. In tissue stained with the potassium ferrocyanide method, the cistemal SER could be distinguished from
the tubular SER by both its shape and its moderately electrondense appearance. This latter observation is interesting given
that calsequestrin-rich
regions of SER identified in immunocytochemical studies have also been described as moderately
electron dense in appearance (Villa et al., 1991). Whether the
cistemal SER plays a role in intracellular calcium regulation
remains to be determined. It was interesting to note, however,
that cistemal SER appeared concentrated at dendritic branch
points where increased immunolabeling for both the IP, and
ryanodine receptors has been reported (Ellisman et al., 1990;
Walton et al., 199 1).
Conclusions
The physiological role of intracellular calcium stores mediated
by either the IP, or ryanodine receptor is not well understood,
but changes in intracellular calcium play an important role in
many neuronal events (see Kennedy, 1989; Miller, 199 1; Henzi
and MacDermott, 1992, for reviews). Two recent studies have
indicated that the neuron may possess a mechanism to restrict
the diffusion of calcium within dendrites. Miiller and Connor
(199 1) found in hippocampal slices that increases in intracellular
calcium generated within dendritic spines in response to synaptic input were not paralleled by an increase in intracellular
calcium within the dendritic shaft. Conversely, Guthrie et al.
(199 1) demonstrated that changes in calcium levels within the
dendritic shaft induced by various experimental manipulations
did not always result in similar changes in dendritic spines.
Although the role of intracellular calcium stores in the production of neuronal calcium transients is not clear @v-Ram et al.,
1992; Miyakawa et al., 1992) the distribution of intracellular
storage, uptake, and release sites within the three-dimensional
SER network may be important for shaping intracellular calcium responses.
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